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Abstract

Recovery is a fundamental service in database systems� In this work� we present

a new mechanism for diskless real�time recovery in fully replicated distributed real�

time database systems� Traditionally� recovery has relied on disk�resident redundant

data� Unfortunately� disks cannot always be used in real�time systems since these

systems are sometimes used in environments which do not allow the use of disks� Also�

minimizing the amount of hardware can save money� especially in mass�produced

products� Instead of loading the database from disk� our recovery mechanism enables

a restarted node to retrieve a copy of the database from an arbitrary remote node� The

recovery mechanism does not violate timeliness during normal processing and� during

recovery� all nodes except for the recovering node can guarantee the timeliness of

critical transactions� The mechanism uses fuzzy checkpointing to copy the database

to the recovering node� Fuzzy checkpointing has been chosen since it copies the

database without regard to concurrency control and� thus� does not increase data

contention in the database� We conclude that the suggested recovery mechanism is a

feasible option for fully replicated distributed real�time database systems�
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Chapter �

Introduction

Database systems� including distributed real�time database systems� have to be able

to recover from failures� Recovery is the process of restoring a database to a correct

state after failure �CBS���� For transactions to display atomicity and durability �two

of the ACID properties for transactions�� recovery must be provided by the system�

Atomicity means that updates made by partially completed transactions are never

visible in the database� Durability� on the other hand� means that updates made by

successfully completed transactions are always visible and permanent in the database

�until they are overwritten by another transaction which also completes successfully��

Database recovery has been the subject of research for several decades� A well

known early implementation of a recovery mechanism can be found in the IBM

IMS��� system from ��� �Obe���� In spite of the long history of recovery mecha�

nisms� we have been unable to �nd any research on real�time recovery in distributed

real�time database systems� the focus of this work�

In the following section� we give an overview of this work� The problem is intro�

duced and motivations given for why it is of interest to solve it� We then discuss the

�
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proposed solution and evaluation results�

In section ���� the organization of this dissertation is presented and the contents

of the remaining chapters described�

��� Recovery in Distributed Real�Time Database

Systems

As already stated� this work deals with real�time recovery in distributed real�time

database systems� That is� the system should continue executing critical transactions

during recovery� We assume a distributed real�time database management system

model in which the database is fully replicated� i�e� each node holds a complete copy

of the database� Also� each node stores the database entirely in volatile main�memory�

Finally� each node can commit transactions locally without consulting remote nodes�

The motivation for this work is the desire to provide a recovery mechanism which

does not require that each node in the system is equipped with a disk� Avoiding disks

can be bene�cial both for environmental and �nancial reasons� For example� real�time

systems are sometimes used in environments which do not tolerate disks� e�g� due to

vibrations� Also� minimizing the need for hardware can save money� especially when

a product is mass�produced�

We address two fundamental problems in diskless distributed recovery� Firstly�

how can a node return to normal processing after a crash when it has lost its database

copy and� secondly� how can durability be guaranteed for locally committed transac�

tions� Since we are dealing with real�time systems� timeliness must be considered an

important issue when approaching both of these problems�

In our approach� a restarted node� called the recovery target� obtains a copy of the

�
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database from a healthy node� the recovery source� The recovery source �rst makes

one sweep through the entire database� copies it page�by�page� and sends the copy to

the recovery target� This is done with minimal disturbance to transaction processing

at the recovery source� which can continue guaranteeing transaction timeliness while

it copies the database� Since the recovery source may be altering the database as it

is being copied� all updates are logged and sent to the recovery target� The recovery

target then applies this log to the database copy it has received and� thus� obtains a

consistent database copy�

In order to guarantee durability for locally committed transactions� we have sug�

gested two possible approaches� The �rst approach is to have every node inform one

other node of all updates being made by local transactions before committing� This

approach is based on the assumption that if one of the nodes crashes� the other one

will have time to replicate the updates before it also crashes� Under this assumption

it is su�cient for two nodes to know about an update in order to guarantee its dura�

bility� The second approach uses non�volatile memory to hold database updates for

use by the recovery process in the case of node failure�

Our evaluation indicates that the suggested recovery mechanism is a feasible choice

for distributed real�time database systems� In other words� it is possible for a system

to retain timeliness while using the mechanism� The copying of the database does

not increase data contention and can itself be executed as a non�real�time task� Both

approaches described for guaranteeing durability can be made predictable and� thus�

they are applicable to real�time processing�

The copying of the database does not require any dedicated hardware� On the

other hand� guaranteeing durability either requires dedicated network resources to

ensure timeliness or non�volatile memory� Moreover� the system needs to be designed

�
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in such a way that it can tolerate the increased load when recovery is in progress�

To summarize� we have suggested a real�time recovery mechanism which we believe

is a viable option for distributed real�time database systems� It allows timeliness and

can guarantee that transaction durability is not violated�

��� Overview of the Dissertation

Chapter � covers material which is necessary for the understanding of the rest of the

dissertation� We start by discussing distributed real�time database systems and then

present the basics of main�memory database recovery�

In chapter �� we present the problem that is tackled in this work� i�e�� real�time

recovery in distributed real�time database systems� We motivate why we want to do

distributed recovery and present a distributed real�time database management system

model� After that� we give an overview of the problems in distributed recovery and

identify two problems which must be solved� The chapter then ends with a more

detailed description of these two problems�

Chapter 	 contains the proposed solution to the problem from chapter �� The

chapter starts with an overview� After this overview we take a closer look at each of

the two problems and present the proposed solutions to these�

In chapter �� we present an evaluation of the solution from chapter 	� The chapter

opens with an overview� which is followed by a more detailed evaluation of the solu�

tions to each of the two problems� In particular� we consider how our solutions relate

to timeliness in the system� which requirements our algorithms put on the system�

and whether an implementation of our solution is feasible� Chapter � ends with a

discussion about related work in the �eld of database recovery�
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Chapter  begins with a summary of this work� We then highlight the contribu�

tions of this work to the real�time database community and� �nally� possible future

research directions are discussed�

�
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Background

Database systems have been used for decades to handle large amounts of data� A

relatively new use for database systems is in real�time applications� In ���� a SIG�

MOD Record special issue on real�time database systems �RTD��� was published

and� examples of early workshops on real�time databases are ARTDB��� �BH��� and

RTDB�� �BLS�
�� Traditional database systems are designed to minimize average

response time� In contrast� real�time databases must be able to guarantee a response

within a certain time� Due to the environments in which real�time systems are often

used �e�g� process control�� a distributed model is often the most natural one�

Since database systems are trusted with large amounts of data� it is important

that data is not lost� This is where recovery �ts in� in other words� a database should

not loose any data even when it crashes�

In this chapter� we start by discussing various aspects of distributed real�time

database systems in section ���� We consider database systems and recovery in general

in section ������ and take a look at real�time issues in section ������ The real�time

issues then lead us to a discussion about main�memory databases in section ������
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We conclude section ��� by considering distribution in real�time database systems�

In section ���� recovery mechanisms in main�memory databases are discussed� In

section ������ we argue that traditional recovery mechanisms from disk�based database

systems do not work well for main�memory databases and� in section ������ we present

better ways of handling recovery in main�memory database systems� One of these

approaches is fuzzy checkpointing� which is examined closer in chapter 	�

��� Distributed Real�Time Database Systems

Andler et al� �AHE��� state that complex real�time systems �� � � often require dis�

tribution and sophisticated sharing of extensive amounts of data� with full or partial

replication of the database�� For example� distributed real�time database systems

can be used in integrated vehicle systems control and automated manufacturing�

����� Database Systems

In this section� we start by de�ning the term database system and then discuss why

database systems are a useful� We conclude this section by presenting the notion of

transactions and recovery�

Elmasri and Navathe �EN�	� pp� ���� de�ne a database system as consisting of

a database and a database management system� A database� is de�ned as �� � � a

collection of related data�� Further� Elmasri and Navathe state that�

� � � a database has some source from which data are derived� some degree of

interaction with events in the real world� and an audience that is actively

interested in the contents of the database�
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The software used to create and maintain a database is called the database man�

agement system �DBMS� �EN�	� pp ��� Figure � shows how a database and a DBMS

form a database system�

Stored
Database

Stored Database
Definition

(Meta-Data)

Software to Process
Queries/Programs

Software to Access
Stored Data

Application Programs/Queries

DBMS
SOFTWARE

DATABASE
SYSTEM

Users/Programmers

Figure �� A simpli�ed database system environment �EN�	� pp ���

As described by Elmasri and Navathe �EN�	�� a database system presents a con�

ceptual representation of data to the database users� which can be other computer

programs� This means that the programs can be isolated from the data� i�e� in order

to use the database it is not necessary to know how data is stored and manipulated

by the database management system� Therefore� it is not necessary to modify all pro�

grams using a database if the internal data representation in the database changes�

Also� when a database is used� it is possible to provide di�erent users with di�erent

�
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perspectives or views of the data�

Multiuser database systems allow multiple users �or applications� to access a

database at the same time �EN�	�� Hence� users must access and update the database

in a controlled manner� This is enforced by a concurrency control mechanism� With�

out concurrency control� multiple users might try to access and update the same data

at the same time� leaving it in an incorrect� or inconsistent� state� When multiple

users use the same database� it may be the case that some users are only autho�

rized to access certain parts of the database� A database system should� therefore�

provide means of protecting the database from unauthorized access� a security and

authorization subsystem�

A single database state change may involve several operations� For example�

transferring a sum of money from one bank account to another involves subtracting

the sum from one account and adding it to another� Conceptually� a state change like

this is seen as a single operation� It is therefore desirable to de�ne a construct that

encapsulates database operations in a larger unit� This construct is the transaction�

which forms the basis for fault tolerance and recoverability� and is an important

concept in concurrency control in database systems�

Consider again the example of a sum of money being transferred from one bank

account to another� It is possible to identify certain properties we want such a trans�

action to display� Firstly� we want the transaction to execute completely or not at

all� i�e� we do not want the database to end up in a state where money has been

withdrawn from one account but not deposited to the other one� Secondly� we do not

want a transaction to see an intermediate state caused by a concurrently executing

transaction� e�g� no transaction should see a state where money has been withdrawn

�
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from one account but not deposited to the other� Thirdly� we want every transac�

tion which causes a state change in the database to leave it in a correct state� i�e� a

transaction should never cause the database to end up in an incorrect state� Finally�

the state changes made by a transaction should not be lost� even after a software or

hardware failure�

These transaction properties are often called the ACID properties �GR��� EN�	��

Gray and Reuter de�ne the ACID properties as follows �GR��� pp ��

Atomicity� A transaction�s changes to the state are atomic� either all happen or

none happen� These changes include database changes� messages� and actions

on transducers�

Consistency� A transaction is a correct transformation of the state� The actions

taken as a group do no violate any of the integrity constraints associated with

the state� This requires that the transaction is a correct program�

Isolation� Even though transactions execute concurrently� it appears to each trans�

action� T � that others executed before T or after T � but not both�

Durability� Once a transaction completes successfully �commits�� its changes to the

state survive failures�

As stated in the de�nition for durability� a transaction is said to commit when it

completes successfully� If a transaction does not commit� it aborts� Figure � shows

the states a transaction can visit during its execution� This �gure is based on �gure

�
�	 from Elmasri and Navathe �EN�	� pp �����

As previously stated� transactions are important to fault tolerance in database

systems� In fact� Connolly et al� �CBS��� state that transactions are �� � � the basic

��
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Begin
Transaction

Active Committed

Read,
Write

End
Transaction

Abort
Transaction

Abort
Transaction

Committing

Aborting

Commit

Aborted

Figure �� State transition diagram for transaction execution�

unit of recovery in a database system�� A recovery mechanism ensures that transac�

tion atomicity and durability hold in the presence of failures� That is� the recovery

mechanism must make sure that the database is in a consistent state at all times�

Hsu and Kumar �HK��� de�ne a consistent database state as �� � � a database state in

which all changes made by committed transactions are installed while none of the

changes made by uncommitted transactions are installed�� Given these de�nitions

of recovery mechanism and consistent database state we can now de�ne the term

database recovery as the work carried out by the recovery mechanism to restore the

database to a consistent state in the event of failure �CBS����

To make sure that database recovery is always possible� the recovery mechanism

must ensure that the database is in a resilient state at all times� Hsu and Kumar

�HK��� de�ne a resilient database state as a �� � � database state from which a consistent

database state can be constructed�� A database can be kept in a resilient state

by recording information about transactions which allows the recovery mechanism

to undo all changes made by uncommitted transactions and redo changes made by

committed transactions�

��
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The extent of database recovery depends on the failure which has occurred� When

a single transaction fails before commit� it is su�cient to undo updates made by that

transaction� When the entire database system or a node in a distributed database

crashes multiple transactions may have to be undone or redone� In this work� we

focus on the case when a node in a distributed database crashes�

All the things that have been discussed in this section so far� help in reducing

application development time� Once a database system is operational� developing an

application which uses the database is a much quicker process than if the application

had directly used �les for storing data� In fact Elmasri and Navathe state�

Development time using a DBMS is estimated to be one�sixth to one�

fourth of that for a traditional �le system� �EN�	� pp ��

����� Real�Time Issues

In this section� we de�ne the terms real�time system and real�time database system�

We also discuss why non�real�time databases� even fast ones� are not suitable for

real�time processing�

Many de�nitions of the term real�time system exist� Most of them� however�

have two things in common� They state that a real�time system interacts with the

environment and that the correctness of a real�time system depends not only on the

logical correctness of an output but also on the time of output� Burns and Wellings

state that�

� � � the correctness of a real�time system depends not only on the logical

result of the computation� but also on the time at which the results are

produced� �BW�� pp ��

��
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Burns and Wellings also quote the following de�nition from the Predictably De�

pendable Computer Systems �PDCS� project�

A real�time system is a system that is required to react to stimuli from the

environment �including the passage of physical time� within time intervals

dictated by the environment� �RLKL���

The previous discussion and de�nitions also apply to real�time database systems�

Non�real�time database systems are usually designed to minimize the average response

time of transactions� As shown by Stankovic et al� �SSH���� this is not su�cient

for real�time processing� i�e�� high execution speeds do not make a database system

suitable for real�time processing� Stankovic et al� state that�

� � � real�time databases aim to meet the timing constraints and data�validity

requirements of individual transactions and also keep the database current

via proper update rates� �SSH���

This means that time�cognizant protocols are needed in real�time database sys�

tems� Furthermore� it is argued that modifying existing non�real�time databases in

order to squeeze in real�time capabilities is not a good approach� that is� real�time

database systems should be designed and implemented from the ground up with real�

time processing in mind�

Timeliness is an important concept in real�time systems� Timeliness implies that a

system meets all required deadlines �Mel���� This requires that each task is predictable

and su�ciently e�cient� Predictability implies that there is an upper bound on the

resource requirements� in particular processor time requirements� Su�cient e�ciency

implies that the complete task load is schedulable�
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An important problem in real�time databases is the unpredictable read and write

times of disks� This must be eliminated if a real�time database is to be able to

guarantee transaction timeliness� There are two ways in which this can be done�

by making the use of disks predictable� or eliminating disks from the system� The

�rst approach� mentioned by Stankovic et al� �SSH���� requires time�cognizant disk

scheduling algorithms� In this work� we assume the second approach� taken by Andler

et al� �AHE��� in the DeeDS distributed real�time database system� When disks

are eliminated from the system� the entire database must be placed in main�memory�

The implications of this are discussed in section ������

Song et al� �SKR���� have suggested a recovery mechanism for real�time main�

memory database systems� This mechanism utilizes non�volatile memory to store

database updates before they are written to disk� It is claimed that this mechanism

is more suitable to real�time database systems than previous main�memory database

recovery mechanisms since it guarantees high�performance and low interference to

normal transaction processing�

An example of a real�time database is one which reads values from several sensors

on a production line and makes adjustments to the line according to these values�

Each sensor is equipped with a computer which gathers data and shares it with other

computers on the production line� The system may need to monitor the arrival rate

of raw materials for the production and the state of the equipment on the production

line� Given all this data� the real�time database system has to control the production

speed and notify operators whenever the arrival rate of raw materials drops below

some point or if some equipment fails� This example illustrates yet another typical

property of real�time systems and real�time database systems� i�e� they are often

distributed by nature �AHE���� The implications of this are discussed further in

�	
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section ����	�

����� Main�Memory Database Systems

Gruenwald et al� �GHD��� state that in a main�memory database system the en�

tire database or a large portion of it is placed in main memory� When the entire

database resides in main�memory it is sometimes referred to as a main�memory resi�

dent database� Throughout this work� we use the two terms interchangeably� Unless

explicitly stated� we assume that the entire database resides in main�memory when

we refer to main�memory database systems or main�memory databases�

Main�memory database systems were originally aimed at applications requiring

high throughput and fast response times �GHD���� This was because accessing data

in main�memory is orders of magnitude faster than accessing data on disk �no disk

I�O is required when accessing data in a main�memory database�� But� as stated by

Stankovic et al� �SSH���� real�time computing is not the same as fast computing� so

why implement a real�time database as a main�memory database� As mentioned in

section ������ it is necessary to eliminate the unpredictability caused by disks in real�

time database systems� One way to do this� without requiring special time cognizant

disk scheduling algorithms� is to avoid disks� i�e� by placing the database in main�

memory� Another reason to store a real�time database in main�memory is to achieve

su�cient e�ciency� i�e�� the real�time database system must be capable of executing

transactions fast enough to meet deadlines�

Recovery mechanisms from disk�based database systems are not suitable for main�

memory database systems since they involve too much overhead during normal op�

erations and therefore impede the overall performance of the system �JSS���� For

this reason� di�erent recovery techniques have been implemented for main�memory

��
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database systems� These are discussed in section ����

����� Distribution Issues

This section starts with a de�nition of the term distributed system� After that� we

discuss distributed databases� what is meant by the term distributed database� and

the reasons for distributing databases� We end this section with a discussion about

distributed real�time databases by looking at which additional problems distribution

brings to real�time processing and why it is interesting to look at distribution in

real�time database systems�

Schroeder �Sch��� pp �� de�nes a distributed system as �� � � several computers doing

something together�� From this� quite general� de�nition Schroeder identi�es three

primary characteristics of distributed systems�

Multiple computers� A distributed system consists of multiple physical computers�

each with their own processor� memory� I�O channels etc�

Interconnections� The individual computers in a distributed system are intercon�

nected�

Shared state� The computers in a distributed system are cooperating towards a

common goal and have a shared state which describes the entire distributed

system�

As indicated by Garcia�Molina and Hsu �GMH���� the driving force behind the

development of distributed non�real�time databases has been the desire to bring to�

gether data from multiple sources� In contrast� real�time database systems can be

distributed due to environmental requirements �AHE����
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The distributed real�time database system assumed in this work is a homogeneous

system which is distributed because of requirements from the environment� We are

not considering the type of distributed database system which is implemented on top

of existing� more or less autonomous� databases in order to access their data as if it

existed in a single database�

Andler et al� �AHE��� have suggested a distributed real�time database man�

agement system architecture named DeeDS �Distributed Active Real�Time Database

System�� This is the architecture assumed in this work� a choice which is explained

in the following chapters� A distributed real�time database system is still a real�time

system� and should be able to guarantee timeliness� In order to achieve timeliness�

unpredictable network delays must be eliminated from real�time processing� The

approach taken in DeeDS is to make sure that real�time transactions do not access

remote nodes� Another possible approach is to use a real�time network� An advantage

of the approach take in the DeeDS system is that it works for common non�real�time

networks�

Two assumptions must be made if a transaction is to run without accessing a

remote node� Firstly� all data required by the transaction must be present locally

and� secondly� the transaction must be able to commit locally� As described by

Andler et al� �AHE���� the �rst issue can be solved by assuming a fully replicated

database� i�e� a system where every node holds a complete copy of the database� In

order to allow transactions to commit locally� Andler et al� replicate updates made

by a transaction after the transaction commits� This requires con�ict detection and

resolution algorithms �Lun�
� which detect con�icting updates coming from di�erent

nodes and resolve these� Both ASAP �as�soon�as�possible� replication and bounded

delay replication can be used to replicate transaction updates after commit� ASAP
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replication replicates the updates at the �rst opportunity� but does not give any

guarantees about when replication happens� Bounded delay replication gives an upper

bound on the time it takes to replicate transaction updates�

��� Main�Memory Database Recovery

The ability to recover from failures is extremely important in database systems� In

this section� we start by describing which properties of main�memory database sys�

tems are important when recovery is being considered� Then we discuss why re�

covery is an important issue and present the most important recovery terminology�

We brie�y discuss how recovery is done in disk�based databases and then describe

why recovery mechanisms from disk�based database systems are not good for main�

memory database systems� Finally� we discuss recovery methods better suited to

main�memory database systems�

As stated in section ������ the primary copy of a main�memory database resides

in volatile main�memory� This means that when the database system crashes� the

primary copy is lost and has to be reconstructed� In contrast� a disk�based database

is usually not lost in a crash but can be inconsistent and out�of�date after restart�

Also� as stated by Gruenwald et al� �GHD���� main�memory database systems are

often targeted for high�throughput applications� Recovery is the only part of these

systems which can require disk I�O� Therefore� recovery must be designed in such a

way that it does not become a bottleneck in the system�
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����� General Recovery

A primary task of a database recovery mechanism is to ensure that atomicity and

durability hold when failures occur� The last of the ACID properties� durability� states

that updates made by committed transactions should survive failures� including a

database system crash� This is ensured by the log� Gray and Reuter �GR��� describe

the log as a sequence of log records� where each log record describes an update to the

database�� Using the log� every database update can be both redone and undone�

After restart� all committed transactions which are not re�ected in the database can

be replayed from the log� thus ensuring that durability is maintained�

Similarly� atomicity is ensured using the log� If the e�ects of an uncommitted

transaction are re�ected in the database after restart� these need to be undone� This

is done with help from the log� Undoing uncommitted transactions is necessary since

transaction execution must be atomic� i�e� transactions should execute completely or

not at all�

For undo and redo to be possible after restart� the database system must follow

the following rules �GR��� sec� �����
��

Write�ahead log �WAL� Before a database page is updated on disk� all log records

concerning that page must be �ushed to stable storage� This ensures that

uncommitted updates can be undone after restart�

Force�log�at�commit� Before a transaction commits� its log pages must be written

to stable storage� This ensures that committed transactions can be redone after

restart�

�Actually� this is a simpli�cation� there are log records which describe other things than updates

to the database� e�g� records used to guide recovery�
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In theory� the log is all we need in order to do recovery� The log contains records

of every update that has ever been made to the database� By replaying the entire

log the most recent consistent database state can be recreated �GR���� The problem

is that the log can get very large� a single database update can cause several log

records to be written and in a system with a high transaction�rate or a system that

has been running for a long time the log can be huge� Therefore� it would take too

long to process the entire log after every restart and in many cases it is not realistic

to maintain all log records inde�nitely� This is why databases are checkpointed� The

term checkpoint can mean di�erent things for di�erent systems� but the basic idea

is always the same� A checkpoint is used to reduce the amount of log records which

need to be processed during restart� Some disk�based database systems do this by

writing a log record stating which committed transactions need to be redone during

restart� Main�memory database systems need to do more work than this� They need

to record the entire database to stable memory� or at least the parts of it which have

changed since the last checkpoint� A checkpoint in a main�memory database system

could be a complete copy of the database written to disk�

Logging can be done is di�erent ways� The most important of these are logical

logging and physical logging �GHD���� In logical logging� operations carried out on

the database are logged� This has the bene�ts of producing a relatively small log�

but as described by Gruenwald et al� and Gray and Reuter �GR���� logical logging is

more complex to deal with than physical logging� In physical logging� database states

are recorded in the log� as opposed to logical logging which records state changes�

When a database page is updated� its state before and after the update are recorded

in the physical log�
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����� Inadequacy of Existing Approaches from Disk�Based

Systems

When a recovery mechanism is designed� the types of failures that must be anticipated

are transaction� system� and media failures �Eic�
�� Table � shows what needs to be

done in database systems in order to recover from these failures�

Failure Type Recovery Operations Required
Traditional DBMS MMDB

Transaction Failure Transaction UNDO Transaction UNDO
System Failure Global UNDO Global REDO

Partial REDO
Media Failure Global REDO Global REDO

Partial REDO

Table �� Database recovery operations �Eic�
��

Eich �Eic�
� describes a transaction failure as occurring when a transaction is un�

able to commit� This is the most common of the three failure types and requires that

any updates made by the failing transaction are undone� This is done in much the

same way in disk�resident and main�memory database systems� the only di�erence

is that it is very important in main�memory database systems that the log records

required for transaction undo are in main�memory� Furthermore� Eich states that

undoing a transaction should take roughly as long as it would have taken the trans�

action to complete successfully� Hence� disk I�O must be avoided during transaction

undo in a main�memory database system�

In this work� we focus on single�node failures in a fully replicated� distributed

main�memory database system� The single�node failure assumptions means that a

crashed node has time to recover before any other node crashes� A node failure
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resembles a system failure in a centralized system as described by Eich �Eic�
�� That

is� the failing node loses the entire database contents and a global redo must be

performed� i�e� the entire database copy on the crashed node needs to be rebuilt �after

a single�node crash the entire database may still exist in the rest of the system� while

after a system crash in a centralized system the database only exists as a secondary

copy�� This is the major di�erence between recovery in main�memory databases and

disk�based databases� As shown in table �� a disk�based database system needs to

do a global undo and a partial redo after a system failure� i�e� all uncommitted

transactions need to be undone and committed transactions which are not re�ected

in the database need to be redone� In a main�memory database no undo needs to be

done� since the e�ects of uncommitted transactions are lost when the entire database

contents disappear��

In main�memory databases� a global redo is performed by loading an archive copy

of the database into memory and then processing the log as necessary to bring the

database up�to�date �Eic�
�� Note that the archive copy exists purely for recovery

purposes and is never read during normal processing� In contrast� the working copy

of a disk�based database resides on disk and needs to be brought up�to�date after

restart�

A rule of thumb is that recovery after a system failure should take a comparable

amount of time as it would have taken to successfully complete all transactions active

at the time of failure �Eic�
�� Since system recovery in a main�memory database

requires disk I�O this is di�cult� In order to make sure that restart is as fast as

possible� the database archive copy needs to be updated frequently so that a minimal

amount of the log needs to be processed once the archive copy has been loaded into

�This is not entirely true� when fuzzy checkpointing is used uncommitted transactions which need

to be undone can be re�ected in the checkpoint� Fuzzy checkpointing is described in section ������
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memory� For this not to be a bottleneck in the system� archiving or checkpointing�

a main�memory database should interfere as little as possible with other transaction

processing�

Eich �Eic�
� presents the following wish list for main�memory database recovery�

�� No disk I�O required to accomplish transaction undo�

�� Frequent checkpoints performed with minimum impact on transaction process�

ing�

�� Asynchronous processing of log I�O and transaction processing�

Since we are focusing on single node recovery in a fully replicated� distributed

main�memory database system not all of these are relevant to our work� We identify

the following wish list for our recovery mechanism�

�� Checkpointing should have a minimum impact on transaction processing�

�� After recovery� a restarted node should have a consistent� up�to�date copy of

the database�

����� Improved Recovery Approaches

Several approaches have been proposed for checkpointing main�memory databases�

Gruenwald et al� �GHD��� classify these as fuzzy checkpointing� non�fuzzy check�

pointing� and log�driven checkpointing�

In this work� we use fuzzy checkpointing as the basis for our approach� Gruenwald

et al� �GHD��� state that fuzzy checkpointing is the most popular checkpointing

method for main�memory databases� This popularity stems from the fact that fuzzy
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checkpointing interferes the least with other processing compared to other approaches�

We describe fuzzy checkpointing in detail later on� but in short it works as follows�

The entire database� or those database pages that have been updated since the last

checkpoint� is written page�by�page to disk without any regard to locks� This means

that the database is checkpointed without any transactions being blocked by locks

held by the checkpointer� However� the checkpoint created can be inconsistent� it

may re�ect partially executed transactions� and contain partial updates� After the

checkpoint is loaded into memory� the log must therefore be used to bring the check�

point up�to�date and make it consistent� This means redoing and possibly undoing

transactions�

Non�fuzzy checkpointing schemes take locks on the data objects being written

to disk� thereby creating an action�consistent or transaction�consistent checkpoint�

An action�consistent checkpoint contains no partially executed updates� but can re�

�ect partially executed transactions� A transaction�consistent checkpoint re�ects only

committed transactions� The problem with the non�fuzzy approaches is that they in�

crease data contention in the database and can incur considerable overhead �GHD����

Log�driven checkpointing assumes that a previous checkpoint of the database ex�

ists on disk� As described by Gruenwald et al� �GHD���� the log is applied to the

existing checkpoint to bring it up�to�date� In our work� the recovering node does not

have any copy of the database and this approach is therefore not applicable to our

work�

Fuzzy checkpointing is best implemented with physical logging since database

pages in a fuzzy checkpoint can be partially updated and inconsistent� This is why

Gruenwald et al� �GHD��� state that physical logging is usually recommended for

main�memory databases� This can be contrasted to disk�based database systems
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where logical logging is usually recommended since it requires less space�

Fuzzy checkpointing has been researched for several years� Since Hagmann �Hag��

�rst suggested fuzzy checkpointing in ���� it has been optimized to reduce restart

time� Two interesting approaches by Dunham et al� �DLL��� divide the database

into segments in order to speed up restart� The �rst of these approaches� dynamic

segmenting fuzzy checkpointing �DSFC�� dynamically divides the database into dif�

ferently sized segments based on database access patterns� These segments are then

checkpointed in a round�robin fashion� The second approach� partition checkpointing

�PC�� assumes that the database has been divided into sections in advance� The sec�

tions are then checkpointed with a frequency proportional to their update frequency�

Both of these approaches aim to minimize the amount of log data which must be

processed after the checkpoint has been loaded into memory�
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The Distributed Real�Time

Recovery Problem

We are concerned with developing a recovery mechanism for distributed real�time

database systems� We assume that the database is fully replicated and that only

single�node failures can occur� The problems we focus on are how a restarted node

can build a consistent database view� and how durability can be guaranteed for locally

committed transactions�

The reasons for carrying out this work are outlined in section ���� In section ���

the assumed system model is presented� An overall view of problems in distributed

recovery is given in section ���� In sections ��	 and ��� these problems are discussed

in more detail�

��� Motivation for Distributed Recovery

It is often desirable to reduce the number of hardware components in a real�time

system� due to cost and environmental factors� Since real�time systems are frequently
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integrated in mass�produced products� such as cars� cost can be an important issue�

Huge savings can be attained by reducing hardware cost by a small amount per

unit produced� Also� real�time systems are sometimes used in environments that do

not allow certain types of hardware� For example� a missile guidance system can be

exposed to heavy vibrations� It is desirable to eliminate disks from such a system since

disks do not tolerate vibrations well� The environment can also limit the physical size

of a computer system and� thus� the possible number of components�

Eliminating disks can also be bene�cial to real�time processing� since by making

a database main�memory resident� unpredictability and pessimistic worst case exe�

cution times caused by disks are avoided �AHE���� In addition� by enforcing full

replication and eventual consistency� distributed real�time databases can guarantee

local timeliness and avoid the need for real�time networks� By using the inherent data

redundancy in fully replicated distributed databases� it may be possible to avoid the

involvement of disks in recovery processing� If disks are neither needed for storing a

database nor for recovery processing� then it should not be necessary to equip every

node in a distributed real�time database system with a disk�

Our hypothesis is that by retrieving data from a remote node during recovery

instead of from disk� it is possible to avoid disks in recovery processing in fully repli�

cated distributed databases� The entire database can be retrieved from a healthy

node� since every node holds a complete copy of the database �AHE���� If we as�

sume that all the nodes cannot crash at the same time� then a complete copy of the

database always exists in the system�

As opposed to our recovery approach ��g� �b�� traditional database recovery

mechanisms rely on redundant data written to stable storage ��g� �a�� This principle

has been described by� for example� Hsu and Kumar �HK��� and Haerder and Reuter
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�HR���� and it is the same whether a disk�based or a main�memory database is used�

All database updates are logged� and this log can be used to retrace all changes that

have been made to the database� The database is also checkpointed in order to limit

the amount of log information that needs to be processed during recovery�

We do not know of any previous attempts to perform distributed recovery by

reading a database from an arbitrary node� In work by Treiber and Burkes �TB���� a

leader�follower model is used� in which a restarted node retrieves the database from

the current leader� Their work� however� assumes pairs of cooperating leader�follower

nodes in which data is replicated for recovery purposes only� In our case� it is assumed

that the node supplying the database is chosen during recovery� and that the database

is fully replicated in order to facilitate real�time processing�

Chkpt
Log+

MMDB

a) Traditional recovery

Recovering node

MMDB

MMDB

b) Using inherent redundancy

Recovering node

Healthy node

Figure �� a� Traditionally� recovery processing uses redundant data on disk� b� In a
fully replicated distributed database redundancy is inherent�

An example of a fully replicated distributed main�memory resident database man�

agement system is the Distributed Active Real�Time Database System �DeeDS� devel�

oped at the University of Sk�ovde� Sweden �AHE���� DeeDS is a distributed real�time
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database system which implements full replication to facilitate real�time processing�

Also� DeeDS is implemented as a main�memory database in order to avoid the adverse

e�ects disks can have on real�time processing�

To summarize� it may be possible to utilize the inherent data redundancy in fully

replicated databases for recovery purposes� Then� it should be possible to avoid

equipping every node in a distributed real�time database system with a disk� thus

reducing the amount of hardware needed by the system� Eliminating disks from a

real�time system is often bene�cial since disks can be a source of unpredictability

or pessimistic worst case execution times� Also� disks are not suitable for certain

environments and eliminating hardware saves money�

��� Distributed Real�Time Database Management

System Model

This section is a description of the assumed distributed real�time database manage�

ment system model� We start with assumptions about the distributed system as a

whole and then describe assumptions about individual nodes�

In a distributed database system� the database resides on more than one node�

Since we are dealing with real�time requirements� the system has to be able to guar�

antee timely execution of transactions� In order to facilitate timely transaction exe�

cution� it is desirable to eliminate the need for an executing transaction to access the

database at remote nodes �AHE���� Each node has to hold a complete copy of the

database� or at least a copy of all the data it will ever need to access� A distributed

database is said to be fully replicated when every node holds a complete copy of the

database�
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Assumption � The database is fully replicated�

Since our database model enables transactions to be executed without accessing

data at remote nodes� it is a logical next step to allow transactions to commit locally

�AHE���� Allowing transactions to execute and commit locally makes real�time

processing possible in the absence of a real�time network� To allow this� we must

make the following assumption�

Assumption � Only eventual consistency is guaranteed�

After a transaction commits� assumption � guarantees that the e�ects of that

transaction will eventually be replicated to the entire system� In other words� a node

informs other nodes of an update only after it has committed the transaction making

the update and temporary inconsistencies may occur�

It is necessary to detect and resolve con�icting updates� since di�erent nodes

can simultaneously execute transactions that modify the same part of the database

�AHE���� Therefore� assumption � is made�

Assumption � Nodes can detect and resolve con�icts in replicated updates�

Assumptions 	 and � deal with the way in which the system fails� Since the main

focus of this work is on recovering individual nodes� the failure model of the system

is limited to single�node failures� It is reasonable to make the following assumption

since� as stated by Verissimo and Kopetz �VK���� multiple failures are highly unlikely

to occur within a single recovery interval�

Assumption � Only single�node failures can occur�

The e�ect of assumption 	 is that only one node can fail at any given time� Also�

after a node fails� it has time to restart and get a consistent database view before
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any other node fails� In addition� we also assume that nodes do not start sending out

incorrect data when they fail�

Assumption 	 Nodes are fail�silent�

The fact that nodes are fail�silent means that after a node fails it will not transmit

any data� This eliminates the need to deal with complex failure scenarios such as

Byzantine failures which do not fall within the focus of this work�

The remaining assumptions concern individual nodes� As indicated in section ����

it is desirable to avoid disks in real�time database systems� The following assumption�

along with assumption 	� enables us to avoid disks�

Assumption � The database is main�memory resident at each node�

All access to a database should be handled by the database management system�

In order to guarantee this the following assumption is made�

Assumption � The database resides in its own address space which is accessed only

by the database management system�

As indicated by Gruenwald et al� �GHD���� it is common for recovery mecha�

nisms in main�memory database systems to operate at the memory�page level� The

following assumption enables our recovery mechanism to work with memory pages

rather then higher�level database objects�

Assumption 
 Meta�data� e�g� indexes� are stored in the database�

Assumptions 
 and � enable us to view the database as a collection of memory

pages which reside in an isolated part of main�memory� During database recovery
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it is su�cient for a recovering node to copy this part of the memory from a healthy

node�

Two main approaches are used for updating databases �EN�	� pp �
��� In the

�rst one� in�place updating or update�in�place� a transaction modi�es database pages

before commit� This means that it must be possible to undo all modi�cations when

transactions roll back� The other method of updating is called shadowing or shadow

paging� When shadow paging is used� a copy is made of the page that is to be updated�

This copy� or shadow�page� is then modi�ed� Upon commit the shadow�page replaces

the original database page� In this approach� it is su�cient to drop the appropriate

shadow�pages when a transaction rolls back� i�e� it is not necessary to do any undo�

logging� redo�logging is su�cient� Since shadow�paging on the average requires less

logging than update�in�place we assume shadow�paging in our approach�

Assumption � Shadow�paging is used for database updates�

Since the database pages themselves are never changed� but only exchanged for

shadow�pages at commit time� it should be noted that a database only changes when

transactions commit� Furthermore� only updates from committed or committing

transactions are ever present in a database and partially updated pages do not exist�

In this section� we have provided a model of a distributed real�time database

management system� The database is fully replicated and main�memory resident�

Single�node failures are assumed� This model serves as a foundation for further dis�

cussions about the problems that we focus on and the solutions to these problems�
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��� Problems in Distributed Recovery

Two problems need to be solved in order to attain diskless distributed recovery� As

illustrated in �gure 	� it must be clear what happens to locally committed transactions

when a crash occurs and it must also be possible for a restarted node to get a consistent

database view�

Deal with unreplicated updates.
Pre-crash: Post-crash:

Build a consistent database view.

Crash

Figure 	� Pre� and post�crash activities in diskless recovery�

Recovery related processing carried out before a crash is aimed at guaranteeing

transaction durability and atomicity� It should be possible to redo committed trans�

actions and undo partially executed ones� As we assume that the entire main�memory

resident database is lost in a crash� it is not necessary to undo any transactions after

restart and guaranteeing durability is our only pre�crash concern�

After a node restarts� its database copy needs to be restored� which implies that a

main�memory database needs to be reloaded or rebuilt� Being able to get a consistent

database view after restart is the most important goal of our work and is considered

before the durability problem� If the problem of restoring a consistent database view

is not solved� then it is of no use to have solved the durability problem� On the

other hand� it is possible to follow the example of Treiber and Burkes �TB��� and not

guarantee durability for locally committed� unreplicated transactions and still build

a consistent view of the database after restart�

As described by numerous authors� e�g� �Hag�� Eic�� HK��� HR��� JSS���
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DLL���� these problems have been solved for systems that use disks in recovery pro�

cessing� Since we want to avoid disks� the traditional disk�based approaches cannot be

used� at least not without modi�cations� The following sections describe the problems

presented in this section in more detail�

��� Building a Consistent Database View

We want a method of obtaining a consistent database view at a restarted node by

loading the database from a remote node� After a crashed node restarts� the database

at that node is empty� In order to resume database processing� it is necessary for the

node to get a consistent view of the database� Traditionally� this is done by reading a

checkpoint from disk and processing log information registered before the crash� As

stated earlier� our method should use the inherent data redundancy in the system�

rather than reading checkpoints and log information from disk�

Getting a consistent copy of a database from a remote node is not a problem as

long as the entire system is quiescent� However� quiescing an entire system interrupts

transaction processing� This can have an adverse e�ect on the ability to guarantee

timeliness� Therefore� it is desirable to avoid quiescing a system while a node recovers�

The main problem when retrieving a copy of a database by reading it from a non�

quiescent system is that the database is constantly changing� Furthermore� temporal

inconsistencies can occur since transactions commit locally �assumption ���

In short� we want to make a copy of a database in a non�quiescent system while

disturbing other database processing as little as possible� This may be possible by

using a fuzzy checkpointing algorithm� As described by for example Lin and Dunham

�LD��� fuzzy checkpointing can be used to make a copy of a database without locking
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any part of it� Thus� a copy can be made with minimal disturbance to other database

processing� Since the copy provides an incorrect representation of the database� log

information must be used to obtain a consistent database copy� During recovery� a

fuzzy checkpointing algorithm should be executed by a healthy node� the recovery

source� The recovery source should send the checkpoint� plus a log of changes that

occurred during the time when the checkpoint was created� to the restarted node�

denoted recovery target� The recovery target should then use the data from the

recovery source to build a consistent database view�

��� Guaranteeing Durability for Locally Commit�

ted Transactions

We want to avoid disks in distributed real�time database systems� We also want

transactions to commit locally before they are replicated to all the nodes in the

system� An update that has been committed but not replicated will be lost in a node

crash since we assume a main�memory database� This makes it di�cult to guarantee

durability for committed transactions before they are replicated�

The e�ects of transactions should be durable �GR���� Since we want to avoid disks�

we cannot guarantee durability by writing data to disk� To guarantee durability� it is

necessary to either make sure that each node retains unreplicated changes in spite of

a crash� or that changes by committed transactions have been replicated to at least

one remote node� Under the assumption of single node failure� it is su�cient for two

nodes to be aware of updates to make them durable� If a node is supposed to retain

updates in spite of a crash� it is necessary to equip the node with non�volatile memory

which is assumed to survive the crash intact� There must be an upper bound on the
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size requirements of the bu�er�
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Our Approach to Recovery in

Distributed Real�Time Database

Systems

We have designed a recovery mechanism for distributed real�time database systems�

Our mechanism uses fuzzy checkpointing to take a snapshot of a database at a healthy

node and transfer it to a recovering node� This is done without locking and� thus�

minimizes disturbance to transaction processing at the healthy node� A buddy system

or a non�volatile memory bu�er are suggested for guaranteeing durability for locally

committed transactions�

A brief overview of our mechanism is given in section 	��� In section 	��� we

give a detailed description of how a recovering node obtains a copy of the database�

and in section 	��� we describe how durability is guaranteed for locally committed

transactions�
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��� Overview

As described in chapter �� we have divided the distributed recovery problem in two

parts� First� we consider how a recovering node obtains a consistent database copy�

Second� we consider how to guarantee durability for locally committed transactions�

In our approach� the recovery target starts by selecting a healthy node to act as

the recovery source� The recovery target does this by initiating a bid� asking healthy

nodes to bid for the role of recovery source� The recovery target then chooses a

recovery source based on the answers it receives and noti�es the healthy nodes of its

decision� The choice of recovery source can be based on� for example� how heavily

loaded the nodes are�

Once a recovery source has been chosen� it starts a fuzzy checkpointing algorithm

which copies every database memory page to the recovery target which starts re�

building its own database� The recovery source creates the checkpoint without any

locking and� parallel to checkpointing� transaction execution continues� The fuzzy

checkpoint received by the recovery target may be inconsistent since the database

can be updated during checkpointing�

Logging is used to enable the recovery target to bring the fuzzy checkpoint to a

consistent state before it starts executing transactions� While the recovery source

runs the fuzzy checkpointing algorithm� it must log all changes to the database and

then transmit the log to the recovery target� The recovery target applies the log to

its� possibly inconsistent� copy of the fuzzy checkpoint� The recovery target has a

locally consistent database when it has received the entire checkpoint and applied

the log to it� When a database is locally consistent� it is consistent from the local

node�s point of view� However� eventual consistency may not be guaranteed� since

the recovery target may have missed some replicated updates�
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Traditionally� checkpointing a database is strictly a pre�crash activity� where the

checkpoint is written to disk and all database updates are logged to disk �Hag��� In

contrast� checkpointing is an on�demand post�crash activity in our approach� Also�

the checkpoint and the log are sent over a network instead of writing them to disk�

In order to make sure that the recovery target does not miss any replicated up�

dates� the recovery source must forward the replicated updates it receives to the

recovery target� This has to be done until it is certain that the recovery target will

not miss any replicated updates�

The recovery target starts executing transactions once it has built a locally consis�

tent database� while the recovery source is still forwarding updates� This is possible

since eventual consistency is assumed �assumption �� section ����� Figure � shows

how a checkpoint and a log are sent from the recovery source to the recovery target�

The �gure also shows how replicated updates must be forwarded from the recovery

source to the recovery target�

Recovery
source

Recovery
target

Send
checkpoint

Rebuild
checkpoint

Forward updates
while necessary

t

t

... ...

Send log

Apply log
Execute transactions

Figure �� Data sent from the recovery source to the recovery target�

One way of guaranteeing durability for locally committed transactions is by mak�

ing sure that updates made by a transaction are replicated to one other node during
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the transaction�s commit phase� This can be compared to the force�log�at�commit

rule as described by Gray and Reuter �GR��� pp ��
�� Under the force�log�at�commit

rule� a transaction�s log records are written to disk during commit� Instead of doing

this� we send all changes made by a committing transaction to one remote node�

the buddy� A buddy of node X is a node Y �X �� Y � which is designated to re�

ceive updates from X�s transactions during their commit phase� If X crashes before

replicating some updates to the entire system� Y must replicate the updates instead�

After committing a transaction� a node replicates the updates to all other nodes

in the system� including the buddy� When this is complete the node informs the

buddy that replication is complete and the buddy knows that no further involvement

is required�

When a buddy system is used it is necessary to dedicate network resources to

communication between buddies� For transaction execution to be predictable� the

time it takes to communicate with the buddy during commit must be predictable�

Another way to guarantee durability for locally committed transactions is to equip

every node with a non�volatile memory bu�er� Instead of sending updates to a buddy

during commit� the updates are written to a non�volatile bu�er� When a crashed node

restarts� it starts by replicating all updates present in its bu�er� A similar approach

is often used in main�memory database systems� where a log�tail is stored in a non�

volatile bu�er �Eic�
�� This approach does not require any network resources and

can potentially result in shorter worst case execution times than the buddy system

approach� The problem with the non�volatile bu�er approach is that it does not work

for bounded replication� unless the time it takes for a crashed node to restart can be

bounded� since the update requests present in the bu�er at crash time will not be

replicated until the crashed node restarts�
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��� Building a Consistent Database View

As described in section 	��� a recovery source is chosen by the recovery target after a

bid� Once a recovery source has been chosen it runs a fuzzy checkpointing algorithm

to make a copy of the database� This copy is sent to the recovery target along with

a log of all changes that occurred during checkpointing� In this section� we discuss

the bidding process� We also describe fuzzy checkpointing and motivate why it has

been chosen as the basis for our approach� We also give a complete description of

our mechanism� In subsection 	����� we show that the mechanism works as intended�

In subsection 	����� we discuss which transactions need to be logged in order for the

recovery target to get a consistent copy of the database� Finally� in subsection 	�����

we consider which replicated updates need to be forwarded from the recovery source

to the recovery target in order to make sure that the recovery target does not miss

any updates�

Once the recovery target has restarted it requests bids from all other nodes in the

system� Through this bid� each node should express its capacity to act as a recovery

source� Ramamritham et al� �RSZ��� have used a similar bidding mechanism in

distributed task scheduling� The bidding process is illustrated in �gure �

The recovery target chooses a recovery source based on the replies it gets to

the bid� Each node sends a parameter which represents its capacity to act as a

recovery source� This parameter can represent� e�g�� current processor load� estimated

processor load during recovery� or update rates in the database� Another possibility

is for the recovery target to ignore this parameter and randomly choose one of the

nodes which have answered to the bid as a recovery source�

Fuzzy checkpointing makes a page�by�page copy of the database� It is possible

to take a higher�level view of recovery� Instead of viewing the database as a set
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Announce
choice

t

t

t

Node 1

Node n
Bid

Bid

... ...

Recovery
target

...

...

n=number of nodes in the system  (apart from the recovery source)

Request bid

Figure � A bidding process is used to select a recovery source�

of memory�pages� it can be viewed as a collection of database objects �objects or

relations� indexes etc�� In this approach� each database object can be copied inde�

pendently� This in turn makes it possible to prioritize certain parts of the database

during recovery and enable incremental restart� i�e� letting the recovery target start

running transactions before it has received the entire database� Also� a log would

not have to be explicitly transmitted to the recovery target� since all update requests

would be replicated via the eventual consistency mechanism �this assuming that each

object is transaction consistent when copied from the recovery source to the recovery

target��

The problem with this type of higher�level approach to recovery is locking� Database

objects copied from the recovery source have to be identi�able at the recovery target�

This requires at least action�consistent copies of the objects �at the very least the

object identi�er must be intact�� If we want to avoid explicitly transmitting a log�

we must either assume transaction�consistent copies of database objects� or that the

eventual consistency mechanism replicates updates by value and not by operation�
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Even if we assume that only action�consistency is required� this still means that

locks must be obtained by the recovery process� A higher�level approach similar to

the one described here would therefore su�er from the same problems as a non�fuzzy

low�level checkpointer� i�e� that data contention in the database is increased which

can lead to high overheads and have a severe impact on system performance�

A basic fuzzy checkpointing approach writes the database to disk page�by�page�

without any regard to concurrency control� As stated earlier� this approach interferes

little with normal transactions� On the other hand� the checkpoint created can be

inconsistent� i�e� the e�ects of partially executed transactions and partial updates

can occur in the checkpoint� After loading the checkpoint� it is therefore necessary

to process the log in order to get a consistent view of the database� Gruenwald

et al� �GHD��� state that fuzzy checkpointing is best implemented with physical

logging� In physical logging� state changes in the database are logged by keeping

before �BFIM� and after images �AFIM� of changed memory pages� Applying the

BFIMs and AFIMs to the database is idempotent since they re�ect database states�

Note that when shadow�paging is used� as in this work� only AFIMs need to be stored

in the log since uncommitted transactions are not represented in a checkpoint�

fuzzyCheckpoint��
begin
mark checkpoint start in log
for every database page do

write page to disk
od
mark checkpoint end in log

end

Algorithm �� A fuzzy checkpointing algorithm which writes the entire database to
disk without regard to locks�
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loadFuzzyCheckpoint��
begin
load most recent complete fuzzy checkpoint from disk
undo uncommitted transactions by applying BFIMs from log
redo committed transactions as needed by applying AFIMs from log

end

Algorithm �� An algorithm that loads a fuzzy checkpoint and makes it consistent by
processing the log�

The logging�after�write �LAW� protocol states that the redo log records of an up�

date operation must be �ushed to non�volatile memory after the database is updated

�DLL���� If the LAW protocol is followed then the point in the log where forward redo

processing should start is the beginning point of the most recent complete checkpoint�

Algorithms � and � assume that the checkpoint and log reside on disk� In our

approach� the checkpoint is never written to disk� Instead� the recovery source sends

database pages to the recovery target as the checkpoint is being created� The check�

pointing part of our approach is shown in algorithm ��

recoverySourceFuzzyCheckpoint��
begin
mark checkpoint start in log
for every database page do

send page to recovery target
od
mark checkpoint end in log
for every log page from checkpoint start to checkpoint end do

send page to recovery target
od

end

Algorithm �� Recovery source fuzzy checkpointing algorithm�
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Algorithm � is executed by the recovery source� The recovery target has to receive

and rebuild the checkpoint� algorithm 	 handles this�

rebuildFuzzyCheckpoint��
begin
for every database page received do

insert page in memory
od
��fuzzy checkpoint rebuilt
for every log page received do

insert log page in memory
od
��the database is now consistent

end

Algorithm 	� Recovery target rebuild algorithm�

Algorithms � and 	 are used as a basis for constructing complete recovery algo�

rithms for both the recovery source and the recovery target� As stated earlier� the

recovery target algorithm must �rst choose a recovery source and then build a con�

sistent database view� based on the information it receives from the recovery source�

The recovery source algorithm� on the other hand� must participate in the recovery

source bid� and at the node that is chosen� start sending the database and log to the

recovery target� Algorithms � and  are the complete versions of � and 	� For the

recovery target to be able to properly reconstruct the fuzzy checkpoint� it is assumed

that the a page sent from the recovery source is a tuple consisting of a page id and

page contents �page �� id� contents ���
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recoveryTarget�rtID�
begin
Answers �� ��
broadcast�requestForBid � hrtIDi��
while ��heard from all nodes � timeout� do

receive�answerToBid � hnodeID� selectionParameteri� anyNode��
if �timeout
Answers �� Answers � f�nodeID� selectionParameter�g�

�
od
if timeout � Answers � �
raiseException�

�
rsID �� chooseRecoverySource�Answers��
broadcast�rsChosen � hrsIDi��
receive�chkpt � hpagei� rsID��
while �endOfPages�page� do

insertToMemory�page��
receive�chkpt � hpagei� rsID��

od
openPropagatedUpdateQueue���
receive�log � hpagei� rsID��
while �endOfPages�page� do

insertToMemory�page��
receive�log � hpagei� rsID��

od
startProcessingPropagatedUpdateQueue���
while ��heard from all nodes� do

messageID �� waitUntilNodeHeardFrom�nodeID��
send�stopForwarding � hnodeID�messageIDi� rsID��

od
end

Algorithm �� Recovery algorithm run by a recovery target after restart�
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recoverySource�myID�
begin
while true do

receive�requestForBid � hrtIDi� anyNode��
send�answerToBid � hmyID� selectionParameteri� rtID��
receive�rsChosen � hrsIDi� rtID��
if timeout
break�

�
if rsID � myID
startLogging���
for page in Database do

send�chkpt � hpagei� rtID��
od
send�chkpt � hendOfPagesi� rtID��
startForwardingReplicatedUpdates�rtID��
stopLogging���
for page in Log do

send�log � hpagei� rtID��
od
send�log � hendOfPagesi� rtID��
while �still forwarding� do

receive�stopForwarding � hnodeID�messageIDi� rtID��
stopForwarding�nodeID�messageID� rtID��

od
�

od
end

Algorithm � Recovery algorithm run by healthy nodes�
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����� Checkpointing

In this subsection� we show that by using fuzzy checkpointing combined with logging�

a consistent database copy can be obtained from the recovery source by the recovery

target� If the database is not updated during checkpointing� then the checkpointing

process is not problematic� Every database page is copied from the recovery source

to the recovery target� after which the recovery target has a consistent copy of the

database �given that the recovery source has a consistent copy�� During checkpoint�

ing� all database updates need to be logged� We show that all updates to the database

leave the log in a correct state� Furthermore� we show that applying the log to a fuzzy

checkpoint leaves the recovery target with a consistent database copy�

At the memory page level� the only changes that can be made to a database are

page modi�cations� page deletes� and page inserts� More complex changes such as

page splits �as a result of� e�g�� hashing� are all constructed using such modi�cations�

deletions� and inserts�

In the discussion that follows� we view the database and the log as sets of memory

pages�

De�nition � DB is the set of all database pages pi �pi � DB j � � i � n��

De�nition � L is the set of all log pages li �li � L j � � i � m��

De�nition � DBrs is the recovery source�s copy of DB�

De�nition � DBrt is the recovery target�s copy of DB�

Multiple versions can exists of each database page� pi� These versions are denoted

p
���
i � p

���
i � � � � � p

�n�
i � Only one of these versions should be present in the database at

any given time� In what follows� we assume that pi is the version currently in the
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database DB� i�e� �j�pi � p
�j�
i � DB�� Also� we assume that p

�

i is a later version of

pi� present in an updated version DB
�

of the database� i�e�� �k � j�p
�

i � p
�k�
i � DB

�

��

It is assumed that the recovery source state at the start of checkpointing isDBrs �

fp�� p�� � � � � png� L � �� The recovery target state is DBrt � �

During checkpointing every update to the database is logged� If a page is modi�ed

or inserted in DBrs� the after image is inserted in L� If page pi is deleted from DBrs�

then a death certi�cate� di� is inserted to L� Table � shows how page modi�cations�

inserts� and deletes are done�

Modify page pi Insert page p
�

i Delete page pi
DB

�

� DB n fpig � fp
�

ig DB
�

� DB � fp
�

ig DB
�

� DB n fpig
L

�

� L n fpig � fp
�

ig L
�

� L n fdig � fp
�

ig L
�

� L n fpig � fdig

Table �� Possible updates to database DB�

After receiving a checkpoint and a log� the recovery target must apply the log to

the checkpoint� Applying a log to a checkpoint is done by individually applying each

page in the log to the checkpoint� Table � shows how log pages are applied to DB�

Apply p
�

i � L to DB Apply di � L to DB

DB
�

� DB n fpig � fp
�

ig DB
�

� DB n fpig

Table �� Applying log pages of the type p
�

i and di to a database DB�

What needs to be shown is that the recovery target receives a consistent state of

DB� i�e�� DBrt is identical to DBrs at the end of checkpointing� First� we show that

all database updates leave the log in a correct state� A correct log state exists if for

all modi�ed or inserted pi the latest version of pi is in the log and no older version

of pi� nor di are in the log� Also� for all deleted pi� di is in the log and no version
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of pi is in the log� We assume that the log starts out in a correct state� this is a

valid assumption since the log is initially empty� which is a correct state as long as

no updates have been made to the database� Second� we show that if the recovery

target receives a fuzzy checkpoint and a correct log from the recovery source� then

the recovery target will obtain a consistent copy of the database�

As shown in table �� an update to page pi does not a�ect any pj � L or dj � L

such that j �� i� Table 	 shows that all possible database updates leave the log in a

correct state as long as the log is initially correct� After modifying pi or inserting p
�

i

only p
�

i should be in L
�

and after deleting pi only di should be in L
�

�

Modify page pi Insert page p
�

i Delete page pi
Precondition pi � DB pi �� DB pi � DB

Operation DB
�

� DB n fpig � fp
�

ig DB
�

� DB � fp
�

ig DB
�

� DB n fpig
L

�

� L n fpig � fp
�

ig L
�

� L n fdig � fp
�

ig L
�

� L n fpig � fdig
Postcondition p

�

i � DB
�

� pi �� DB
�

p
�

i � DB
�

pi �� DB
�

p
�

i � L
�

� pi �� L
�

p
�

i � L
�

� di �� L
�

di � L
�

� pi �� L
�

Table 	� Every database update leaves the log in a correct state�

We have shown that every update made to DBrs during checkpointing will leave

the log� L� in a correct state� Now we will show that if a page� pi� is updated by

the recovery source during checkpointing and the update is correctly logged� then the

update will be re�ected in DBrt after the log is applied to it� Table � shows that

applying the �correct� log to DBrt will leave DBrt in the same state that DBrs was in

at the end of checkpointing� Observe that in the preconditions for modify and insert

it is possible to have either pi� p
�

i� or neither pi nor p
�

i in the database� but not both�

This is due to the fact that any number of operations may have been carried out

on pi before it was checkpointed as well as after it was checkpointed but before the
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checkpointing process was done� Thus� pi may have been inserted�modi�ed�deleted�

inserted�deleted� all within a single checkpointing interval� When a page has been

updated more than once during a single checkpointing interval then last state should

be re�ected in the log�

Modify page pi Insert page p
�

i Delete page pi
Precond� p

�

i � L� p
�

i � L� di � L
��pi � DB � p

�

i �� DB�� ��pi � DB � p
�

i �� DB��
�pi �� DB � p

�

i � DB�� �pi �� DB � p
�

i � DB��
�pi �� DB � p

�

i �� DB�� �pi �� DB � p
�

i �� DB��

Op� DB
�

� DB n fpig � fp
�

ig DB
�

� DB n fpig � fp
�

ig DB
�

� DB n fpig
Postcond� p

�

i � DB
�

� pi �� DB
�

p
�

i � DB
�

� pi �� DB
�

pi �� DB
�

Table �� Applying a correct log to DB leaves DB in a correct state�

We have now shown that the recovery source produces a correct log during check�

pointing� We have also shown that if the recovery target receives a fuzzy checkpoint

and a correct log� it will obtain a DBrt which is identical to DBrs as it was at the

end of checkpointing� This means that our mechanism guarantees that the recovery

target receives a consistent copy of the database as long as the recovery source has a

consistent database copy�

����� Logging

In this subsection� we consider which transactions need to be logged by the recovery

source in order to enable the recovery target to bring the fuzzy checkpoint to a

consistent state�

Figure 
 shows how locally committed transactions can relate to a checkpointing
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interval� As shown in the �gure� transactions of type A commit before the checkpoint�

ing interval starts� Changes made by these transactions are present in the database

during checkpointing and will be re�ected in the checkpoint� Transactions of types

E� H� and I begin their commit phase after the checkpointing interval is complete�

None of their updates are therefore re�ected in the checkpoint and they have to be

replicated to the recovery target by the eventual consistency mechanism�

Checkpoint Checkpoint
Begin End

Interval
Checkpointing

Transaciton executing

Transaction start Begin commit Commit complete

Commit phase

I

G

E

D

C

B

A

F

H

Figure 
� Every possibility in which a locally committed transaction can relate to a
checkpointing interval�

Transactions of type B are committing when the checkpointing interval starts�

This means that some of their updates may be present in the database at that moment
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while others are not� Observe that it is su�cient to start logging changes made by

these transactions when the checkpointing interval starts� since changes made before

that moment will be re�ected in the database�

Changes made by transactions of type C and F need to be logged� since they can

be partially re�ected in the checkpoint� When one of these transactions commits

it can alter both pages that have been checkpointed and pages that have not been

checkpointed�

Transactions of types D and G can also change both pages that have and have not

been checkpointed� Hence� it is necessary to log these transactions until they have

completed their commit� even if that is after the checkpointing interval is complete� It

is assumed that only one transaction can commit at any given time� This is necessary

in order to make sure that meta�data� such as hash tables� is not partially updated

by transactions which begin their commit after checkpointing is complete�

In short� all changes made by transactions of type C� D� F� and G need to be

logged� even those that are applied to the database after the checkpointing interval

is complete� Also� changes made by transactions of type B after the checkpointing

interval starts need to be logged�

����� Replication Forwarding

In this subsection� we consider which replicated updates need to be forwarded from

the recovery source to the recovery target�

So far we have not di�erentiated between updates and update requests� What

actually happens when a transaction commits is that the executing node replicates

update requests to the rest of the system� These update requests describe which

updates have been made by the transaction� When a node receives a replicated
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update request� the request is put in a queue� waiting to be processed� When an

update request is taken from the queue and processed� the database is updated�

What is important to notice� it that there is a delay from the time when a node

receives an update request and the time when the database is actually updated� This

is the duration that the update request resides in the queue� Con�ict detection and

resolution is a part of processing an update request from the queue� An update has

been replicated when its update request has been taken from the queue and processed�

In the remainder of this dissertation� we di�erentiate between updates and update

requests�

Each replicated update request reaches the recovery source either before the check�

pointing interval starts� during the checkpointing interval� or after it is completed�

We assume that the start and end points of a checkpointing interval are atomic� We

also assume that receiving a replicated update request is atomic� i�e� the reception of

an update request cannot overlap with the start or end of a checkpoint� Therefore�

there are three possibilities for how a replicated update request can relate to a check�

pointing interval� Since we are dealing with two nodes which receive the updates

independently� we have �� ways in which a single replicated update can relate to the

recovery source and the recovery target� We denote the possibilities ru� to ru� �see

�gure ��� The point in time when a checkpointing interval starts is denoted tBC and

the time when it ends tEC � Finally� the time when a replicated update reaches the

recovery source is denoted tRS and the time when the update reaches the recovery

target tRT �

All updates which are applied at the recovery source before tEC will be re�ected in

either the checkpoint or the log� Therefore� it is unnecessary for the recovery source

to forward the requests for these to the recovery target� i�e� we do not need to worry
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t BC t EC

t RS RTt

t RS RTt

RTt t RS

RTtt RS

RTt t RS

RTtt RS

RTt t RS

t RS RTt

t RS RTt

Checkpointing interval

ru1

ru2

ru4

ru5

ru6

ru7

ru8

ru9

ru3

Figure �� Every way in which tRS and tRT can relate to a checkpointing interval�

about ru�� ru�� ru	� ru�� ru
 and ru�� Also� if the recovery target starts accepting

update requests at time tEC we do not need to worry about update requests arriving

after that time since they will be applied to the database by the recovery target�

Thus� ru� can be added to the list of updates we do not need to worry about�

We are left with ru and ru�� In other words� all replicated update requests which

reach the recovery target before tEC and are applied at the recovery source after tEC

need to be forwarded to the recovery target by the recovery source� Observe that
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it is not possible for the recovery source to know when an update request reaches

the recovery target� Therefore� in practice the recovery source needs to forward all

update requests it processes after tEC to the recovery target�ru�� ru� ru��� This is

the reason why we can assume that tEC is the same point in time at both the recovery

source and the recovery target� In reality� there is some time di�erence between the

end of checkpointing at the recovery source and when the last checkpoint page reaches

the recovery target� Since the recovery source needs to forward all update requests

which it processes after tEC we can ignore this time di�erence�

We assume that the order of messages between two nodes is preserved and that the

recovery target starts to accept replicated update requests to its queue at time tEC �

When the recovery target has applied the log to the checkpoint it starts processing

update requests from the queue and executing transactions�

We have shown that only update requests that would have arrived at the recovery

target before tEC and and are applied at the recovery source after tEC need to be

considered� Update requests that are applied at the recovery source after tEC either

arrive at the node after tEC or are present in its update queue at time tEC �

Thus� the recovery source needs to send all update requests present in its queue

at time tEC to the recovery target� Also� the recovery source needs to forward all

replicated update requests� received after tEC � to the recovery target until the recovery

target has received at least one message from each node in the system� It can be

ensured that no node is quiet for long periods of time by periodically forcing every

node to send at a message or by letting the recovery target poll every node� When the

recovery target hears from a node for the �rst time after restart� it logs the message

and node identi�ers and sends those to the recovery source� The recovery source then

knows that it does not have to forward update requests from a certain node� which

�
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have a message identi�er that is newer than the one the recovery target received from

that node�

��� Guaranteeing Durability for Locally Commit�

ted Transactions

In this section� we take a closer look at the two methods of guaranteeing durability

for locally committed transactions which were identi�ed in section 	��� We start with

the buddy approach and then discuss the non�volatile bu�er approach�

The idea behind the buddy approach is to guarantee durability by always having

more than one node which knows about the updates a committing transaction is

about to perform� Since we assume single�node failures �assumption 	� section ����

it is su�cient that two nodes know about the updates that a committing transaction

is about to perform� The two nodes are the node executing the transaction and its

buddy� This is similar to traditional logging� where the log always knows in advance

which updates are about to be carried out �GR��� pp ��
��

Figure � shows how the buddy system works in the absence of failures� A node

executes a transaction and the last thing that happens in the commit phase� i�e��

after all local commit processing is done but before the transaction actually commits�

is that the buddy is informed of all updates by the transaction� After the buddy

has acknowledged that it has received the update requests� the transaction commits

and the update requests are replicated to the entire system� Once the replication is

complete the buddy is informed and no further involvement is required from it�

If a node crashes after it has informed its buddy of transaction updates� but before

it completes replication to the entire system� then the buddy must replicate the update

�
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Node executing
transaction

Execute
transaction

Replicate
updates

Send updates
to buddy

Replication complete,
notify buddy

Buddy

Commit

t

t

Figure �� When a transaction commits� updates made by it are sent to a buddy� After
the transaction commits� the updates are replicated to every node�

request� This is implemented using a timeout� If the buddy does not get a noti�cation

that the replication is complete within the timeout� then the buddy replicates the

update request as illustrated in �gure ��� Observe that once a node has informed its

buddy about transaction updates then the updates will be replicated to the entire

system� whether or not the transaction actually commits at the executing node� If

the executing node crashes after it has committed the transaction and replicated

the update requests to some nodes in the system� then these nodes will receive the

same update requests from the buddy when it takes over the replication� These

double update requests should be handled by the con�ict detection and resolution

mechanism at each node�

If the buddy crashes and is unable to acknowledge that it has received the update

requests� then the executing transaction should timeout and commit� Once the trans�

action has committed the executing node then replicates update requests as usual�

This is shown in �gure ���

Figure �� illustrates the case when the buddy crashes after acknowledging that

it has received the update requests� In this case� the executing node executes in the
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Figure ��� When a node crashes before it has completed replicating the update
requests� the buddy must replicate them�

same way as usual� never knowing that the buddy has crashed�
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Figure ��� When the buddy crashes during transaction commit� the executing node
timeouts and continues transactions processing�

Node executing
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update
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Figure ��� When the buddy crashes after receiving update requests� the executing
node replicates the update requests�
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Since nodes have to be able to guarantee timeliness for transactions� the time it

takes for a node and its buddy to communicate during transaction commit has to be

predictable� This means that network resources have to be dedicated to the buddy

system� For example� this can be implemented through a real�time network or by

having a dedicated link from each node to its buddy� Figure �� shows how dedicated

links can be used to connect buddies�

Links dedicated
to buddy system

Buddies

BuddiesBuddies

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4

Node 5 Node 6

Non-real-time network

Figure ��� A link dedicated to the buddy system goes from each node to its buddy�

When a buddy system is used� the time it takes for update requests to be repli�

cated can be made predictable since the buddy will replicate them if the node that

executed the transaction crashes� This means that the buddy system works under

both bounded delay replication and ASAP replication�

The second approach to guaranteeing durability� presented in section 	��� is to

equip every node with a non�volatile memory bu�er� Under this approach� every node

writes update requests to non�volatile memory as part of commit� Hence� instead of

sending the update requests to a buddy as the last part of commit� the update requests

�
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are recorded in non�volatile memory� When a node restarts after a crash� it starts

by replicating all update requests present in its non�volatile bu�er before starting

to rebuild the database� Note that the update requests reach the recovery source

and will either be present in the checkpoint or log� or will be forwarded back to the

crashed node by the recovery source�

As opposed to the buddy system approach� this approach does not require any

dedicated network resources� and since transaction commit is entirely local� worst case

transaction execution times should be shorter� For the non�volatile bu�er approach

to work for bounded delay replication� it must be possible to bound the time it takes

for a crashed node to restart� if this is not possible then there is no way of knowing

how long it will take before a certain update request is replicated�

For the non�volatile bu�er approach to work properly in a real�time system� the

size of the bu�er must be such that the bu�er never �lls up� All transaction updates

must be written to the bu�er and� if it �lls up� no transactions can be allowed to

commit until space is available in the bu�er� This is not acceptable in a real�time

system since it can cause critical transactions to be delayed beyond their deadline�

Before this approach can be used in a real�system it therefore has to be examined

whether the size of the bu�er is bounded �at least for critical transactions��

�
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Evaluation of the Recovery

Mechanism

In this chapter� we present an evaluation of the mechanism from chapter 	� We also

look at other work which has been done on recovery and compare that with our

solution�

This chapter begins with an overview of the evaluation in section ���� In sections

��� to ��	� the mechanism is evaluated with respect to timeliness� resource require�

ments� and the feasibility of implementation� In section ���� other work concerning

recovery is discussed and contrasted to our work�

��� Overview

In this section� we list which attributes are considered in the evaluation� and why

these attributes have been selected� Also� we brie�y describe the outcome of the

evaluation�

�
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We evaluate the recovery mechanism described in chapter 	 with respect to timeli�

ness� resource requirements� and feasibility of implementation� As described in section

������ timeliness is a fundamental issue in real�time systems� Since the correctness of

a real�time system depends on its timeliness� it is important that a recovery mecha�

nism does not violate timeliness� The evaluation indicates that timeliness is attainable

under the suggested recovery mechanism�

It is important to be able to predict the resource requirements of the recovery

mechanism� This includes� for example� how much memory and processor time is

needed� When our algorithms are implemented� we need to know how much resources

they require� As described in section ���� the recovery mechanism requires memory

for the log� and su�cient processor time and network bandwidth to get a checkpoint�

log� and necessary update requests to the recovery target�

In section ��	� we consider whether it is feasible to implement the suggested mecha�

nism in a real system� It is necessary to discuss this since it has not yet been attempted

to implement the mechanism� An implementation should not be problematic� since

our mechanism is largely based on existing methods� which have been implemented

and tested�

��� Timeliness

As already stated� it is important for the correctness of a real�time system that

timeliness is not violated� In our case� this means that the system has to be designed

in such a way that it tolerates the added load caused by recovery� That is� each node

should have enough free processor time and memory for recovery� and the network

should be able to cope with the additional tra�c caused by recovery�
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During recovery all nodes� other than the recovery target� should be able to guar�

antee timeliness for critical transactions� Since transactions execute and commit

locally� the timeliness of nodes other than the recovery source and recovery target is

not a�ected by recovery� The recovery source can guarantee the timeliness of critical

transactions during recovery� since recovery does not increase data contention in the

database� In the recovery source� recovery a�ects normal transactions only by requir�

ing processor time� If recovery is executed as a non�critical task� it can be preempted

in bene�t of critical tasks�

Each node should be designed in such a way that it can devote� at least some�

processor time to recovery� In our approach� there are no explicit time constraints

on recovery� but ensuring that su�cient processing power can be devoted to recovery

can help in minimizing the down time of a crashed node� However� it should be noted

that the presence of other bottlenecks� i�e� network bandwidth� limit the amount of

processor time which can be utilized by recovery�

The recovery target starts executing transactions when it has received the entire

database and log� and applied the log to the database� When the recovery target

starts executing transactions� it has returned to normal processing and is capable of

guaranteeing timeliness for critical transactions� However� the recovery target may

be working on old data� since there may be many update requests pending� This

does not directly a�ect local transactions� but many updates may be rejected by the

con�ict resolution mechanism�

Transaction timeliness should be attainable under both the buddy system ap�

proach and the non�volatile bu�er approach� As described in chapter 	� the time it

takes for a node to communicate with its buddy during transaction commit must be

predictable� When this is guaranteed� the communication time must be included in
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every transaction�s worst case execution time� When the non�volatile bu�er approach

is taken� extra memory writes are required as a part of commit� The time it takes

to perform these� entirely local� memory writes can be made predictable� Since both

approaches can be made predictable with respect to time� it is possible to attain

timeliness�

In some cases� it may be necessary to use the non�volatile bu�er approach in order

to reach su�cient performance� Worst case execution times are somewhat longer for

all updating transactions under the buddy system approach� since communicating

over a network can be assumed to be slower than writing data to non�volatile mem�

ory� In fact� for short transactions� the worst case execution time can be increased

considerably when the buddy system is used�

��� Resource Requirements

The distributed real�time database system must have enough resources to allow recov�

ery� The resources that the recovery mechanism needs are memory� processor time�

and network resources�

During recovery� the log can become as big as the database at the beginning of

checkpointing plus any pages that are added to be database until the end of check�

pointing� Thus� in the worst case� the size of the log can be equal to the size of the

database at the end of checkpointing plus the size of log records for every page which

has been deleted �see section 	������ Since each page can only occur one in the log as

a page image or as a death certi�cate� the log size is bounded as long as the database

size and update rate are bounded� It is possible to optimize logging by only logging

changes which occur in the part of the database which has already been checkpointed
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�since changes to the part which has not been checkpointed will be re�ected in the

checkpoint�� This does not change the worst case size of the log� but reduces its

average size�

Another possible optimization to log processing is to implement the log as an index

which points to those database pages which have been updated and holds a death

certi�cate for those that have been deleted� This means that during checkpointing

the log only needs memory for this index� However� after checkpointing� when the

modi�ed pages are being sent to the recovery target� pages pointed to by the log

cannot be released even if they have been replaced in the database by a newer version�

Therefore� the worst case size of the log is still the same as before� the same as the

size of the database�

When the recovery target starts executing transactions� many update requests

can be pending in the update queue� In order to obtain a consistent database� the

recovery target must not miss any replicated update requests� Therefore� the update

queue must never over�ow� The size of the update queue should be a function of the

time it takes for the recovery target to resume transaction processing� the arrival rate

of update requests� and their size�

For guaranteeing durability for locally committed transactions without preventing

the system from attaining timeliness� the buddy system requires dedicated network

resources� Furthermore� the communication between a node and its buddy needs

to be su�ciently fast for deadlines to be met� In contrast� the non�volatile bu�er

approach requires non�volatile memory� Under this approach� the size of the non�

volatile bu�er must be decided� If the bu�er were to �ll up� transaction execution

would have to be suspended� and transactions might miss their deadlines� The size of

the non�volatile bu�er is a function of the frequency of update transactions� the size
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of update requests� and how fast update requests can be dropped from the bu�er�

��� Feasibility of Implementation

As stated in section ���� implementing the mechanism described in chapter 	 should

not be problematic� The mechanism is a feasible option for distributed real�time

database systems� As described in section ���� eliminating disks from real�time

databases is desirable� It is therefore necessary to have a recovery method which

does not require disks�

The post�crash part of the mechanism consists of bidding� fuzzy checkpointing and

update request forwarding� Fuzzy checkpointing is the most important ingredient in

our approach� It is conjectured that an implementation of the post�crash mechanism

is feasible� since� as mentioned by Gruenwald et al� �GHD���� fuzzy checkpointing

has been implemented and used in real systems� The key parts of our algorithm and

conventional fuzzy checkpointing are the same� namely how the database is check�

pointed� logged� and �nally rebuilt�

Ramamritham et al� �RSZ��� present a simulation of a distributed scheduling

mechanism which uses a bidding approach similar to the one used in this work� Their

implementation suggests that it is feasible to implement a bidding scheme�

An implementation of update request forwarding should be based on the existing

replication mechanism� in which each node replicates update requests to the entire

system� During forwarding� all the recovery source has to do is to send certain received

update requests on to the recovery target�

The buddy system� as described in chapter 	� can be implemented using standard

hardware and relatively small modi�cations to the transaction model� For example�

�
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a predictable connection can be created between buddies by using two serial links�

one for each direction� As stated in section 	��� sending update requests to a buddy

during commit is similar to �ushing log records to disk under the force�log�at�commit

rule �GR��� pp ��
��

When the buddy system is used� it is possible to set a bound on the time it takes

to replicate update requests� A buddy system can therefore be used in a system

implementing bounded replication as well as ASAP replication� By implementing

buddy groups of more than two nodes� it is possible to use a buddy system even if the

single�node failure assumption is dropped� However� the buddy system has problems

with the case when the entire system crashes� When all the nodes in a distributed

database system crash� the database has to exist on disk� This means that under the

buddy system it is necessary to either hold multiple disk copies of the database� or

have a single node which has a disk and is included in every buddy group�

Using a non�volatile memory bu�er to guarantee durability is common in main�

memory database systems� see e�g� Eich �Eic�
�� In our approach� update requests

are written to non�volatile memory and stored there until they have been replicated�

This is similar to the approach described by Eich� where log records are written

to non�volatile memory and later �ushed to disk� Since non�volatile memory is a

common approach to guaranteeing durability in main�memory database systems� we

believe that our approach is a viable option for implementation� However� as stated in

section 	��� before the non�volatile bu�er approach can be used in a real�time system�

it has to be examined whether the size of the bu�er is bounded� In order to avoid

disruptions to transaction processing� it is important that the bu�er never �lls up�

If the non�volatile bu�er approach is used in a system with bounded replication�

the down�time of a crashed node has to be bounded� This is because update requests
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present in a non�volatile bu�er at crash time will not be replicated until the crashed

node restarts� Since it may be di�cult to bound the down�time� a buddy system

seems to be a better choice when bounded replication is used�

��� Related Work

We have designed a mechanism for diskless recovery in fully replicated� distributed

real�time main�memory databases� In our case� there are no predetermined recovery

sources� instead the recovering node must start by selecting a recovery source� We

have been unable to �nd any previous work which addresses this type of approach to

recovery�

In our work� we need to make a copy of an entire main�memory resident database�

This is exactly what is done by main�memory database checkpointing algorithms�

There are� however� di�erences between our approach and that taken for main�

memory databases� In main�memory database recovery it is usually assumed that

a disk is used for logging and checkpointing� and the solutions tend to be purely cen�

tralized� see e�g� �Hag�� Eic�� HK��� HR��� JSS��� DLL���� In these approaches�

the checkpointing algorithm runs periodically and writes a copy of the database� the

checkpoint� to disk� After the system crashes and restarts� the checkpoint is used�

along with a log� to recreate the latest consistent database state which existed be�

fore the system crashed� In contrast� in our approach the checkpointing algorithm

is only executed by a recovery source after a copy of the database is requested by a

recovery target� So� while checkpointing is traditionally a pre�crash activity� in this

work� checkpointing is only done after a crash has occurred� Also� we never write the

checkpoint to disk� instead it is sent from the recovery source to the recovery target�
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Gruenwald et al� �GHD��� classify checkpointing approaches for main�memory

databases as fuzzy� non�fuzzy� and log�driven� Fuzzy checkpointers do not lock data

items while they are checkpointed� Therefore� partial transaction and action execu�

tions can be re�ected in the checkpoint� Non�fuzzy approaches on the other hand� lock

data objects while they are checkpointed� This is done in order to ensure transaction�

or action�consistency� When a checkpoint is transaction�consistent� no partial trans�

action executions are visible in the checkpoint� and similarly� no partial updates are

re�ected in an action�consistent checkpoint� Gruenwald et al� state that non�fuzzy

checkpoints incur a high overhead during normal transaction processing since data

contention is increased� Log�driven checkpointing applies the log to an existing disk�

based copy of the database� instead of dumping pages directly from memory to disk�

Since the recovery target starts out with an empty database in our approach this

method is not applicable��

Since we want the recovery source to be able to guarantee critical deadlines while

supplying the database to the recovery target� it is desirable for the checkpointing

process to disturb other transaction processing as little as possible� For this reason�

we have chosen to build on fuzzy checkpointing rather than a non�fuzzy checkpointing

approach�

Fuzzy checkpointing was �rst described as a checkpointing approach for main�

memory databases by Hagmann �Hag��� Since then� fuzzy checkpointing has been

developed further� Two interesting developments of fuzzy checkpointing are described

by Dunham et�al� �DLL���� These approaches both divide the database into sections

which are checkpointed independently in order to reduce the amount of log infor�

mation which has to be processed after restart� Fuzzy checkpointing has also been

�Applying the entire log to an empty database could eventually bring the database up�to�date�

but this would be extremely ine�cient�
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implemented in main�memory database systems� One example is the Dali system�

Originally the Dali system used action�consistent checkpoints� but due to the inef�

�ciency of that approach� fuzzy checkpoints were later implemented in the system

�RBP���� GHD����

As far as distributed recovery is concerned� we have not found any work which

attempts to do diskless recovery by copying the database from an arbitrary recovery

source� Treiber and Burkes �TB��� describe an approach based on a leader�follower

model� which uses the current leader to assist in recovery when a node restarts� This

approach� however� uses disks and takes advantage of node pairs� i�e� a recovering

node gets help from its leader� When the leader crashes� the follower takes over as

the new leader�

A recovery mechanism for centralized real�time databases has been suggested by

Song et al� �SKR����� In this approach� a main�memory database using shadow�

paging is assumed� All shadow pages are placed in non�volatile memory and are

�ushed to disk when they have been updated� No traditional logging or checkpointing

is needed since an up�to�date consistent copy of the database can be constructed using

the shadow�pages in non�volatile memory and the database copy on disk� It is claimed

that the low overhead during normal processing makes this approach more suitable

to real�time main�memory database systems than existing recovery mechanisms�

The use of non�volatile memory in main�memory databases is described by Eich

�Eic�
�� Eich states that the use of non�volatile memory is a very important factor

in designing an e�cient main�memory database recovery mechanism� In our case�

non�volatile memory is used for update requests� instead of a log tail� but the ex�

periences of� e�g�� Eich show that using non�volatile bu�ers to guarantee durability

is a realistic approach� Further� Copeland et al� �CKKS��� have found that the use
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of battery�backed�up RAM to implement non�volatile memory is a cost�e�ective and

viable approach�


�
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Conclusions

The goal of this work is to design a recovery mechanism suitable for distributed

real�time database systems� We described the problem in detail in chapter �� and

suggested a solution in chapter 	� The problem was divided into two problems� how

a restarted node can obtain a consistent database copy� and how durability can be

guaranteed for locally committed transactions� The solution to the �rst problem is

based on fuzzy checkpointing� a method which is popular in main�memory database

systems� Two possible solutions were suggested for the second problem� a buddy

system� and a non�volatile bu�er� In chapter � we presented an evaluation of the

recovery mechanism� the evaluation indicates that the mechanism is applicable to

real systems�

In section ��� we give an overview of the distributed recovery problem� The so�

lution and evaluation are also brie�y described� The contributions to the real�time

database community are discussed in section ��� Finally� in section ��� we iden�

tify possible future research directions for recovery in distributed real�time database

systems�
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��� Summary

The goal of this work is to design a recovery mechanism for distributed real�time

database systems which does not require disks� Real�time systems are sometimes

used in extreme environments which limit the types of hardware which can be used�

An example of this are environments which expose the system to vibrations� such as

missiles and some environments including heavy machinery� In such environments� it

is desirable to avoid disks� since they do not tolerate vibrations well� Also� reducing

the amount of hardware needed in a real�time system can help to reduce their cost�

especially in mass�produced products� As indicated by Obermarck �Obe���� database

recovery has been researched at least since the ���s� In spite of this� we have been

unable to �nd any work on recovery in distributed real�time database systems�

We assume a distributed real�time database system in which every node holds a

complete copy of the database in main�memory� i�e� the database is fully replicated

and main�memory resident� Furthermore� we assume that each node can locally ex�

ecute and commit transactions� after which the transaction updates are replicated

to the entire system� The fact that each node holds the database entirely in main�

memory means that when a node crashes it looses the entire database contents� Dur�

ing recovery� we want to utilize that the database is fully replicated� by letting the

recovery target obtain the database from a healthy node� The healthy node should be

able to execute transactions and guarantee timeliness for critical transactions while

recovery is in progress�

Doing recovery in the way described earlier poses two major problems� First� it

needs to be examined how to copy the database from the recovery source to the re�

covery target without preventing timely transaction execution by the recovery source�

Second� we have to consider how durability can be guaranteed for locally committed
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transactions�

In order to solve the �rst problem� copying the database from the recovery source

to the recovery target� we have suggested a method based on fuzzy checkpointing� The

recovery source makes a single sweep through the database and sends every database

page to the recovery target� i�e� the recovery source sends a fuzzy database checkpoint

to the recovery target� This is done without regard to concurrency mechanisms

and� therefore� the checkpoint received by the recovery target can be inconsistent�

Therefore� it is necessary for the recovery source to log all database updates during

checkpointing� and then send the log to the recovery target after the entire database

has been sent� The recovery target must then apply the log to the fuzzy checkpoint

in order to obtain a consistent database view� To make sure that the recovery target

does not miss any updates being replicated in the system� the recovery source has

to forward all replicated update requests to the recovery target until it is guaranteed

that the recovery target will not miss any updates�

Two possible solutions have been proposed to the second problem� guaranteeing

durability for locally committed transactions� The �rst one is based on the assumption

that a crashed node will have time to recover before any other node crashes� i�e�

the assumption of single�node failures� Under this assumption� it is su�cient for

two nodes to know about the e�ects of a transaction in order to make it durable�

Therefore� we have suggested a buddy system� in which nodes are organized in pairs�

During the commit phase of a transaction� the executing node tells its buddy about

all the updates that the transaction is about to make� This is similar to the force�

log�at�commit rule� only instead of writing log data to disk during commit� update

information is sent to the buddy node�

The other approach� to guarantee durability of locally committed transactions� is
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to write the update information to a non�volatile memory bu�er instead of sending it

to a buddy� Each node has to have a non�volatile memory bu�er which can be used

to hold update requests which have not been replicated� When a node restarts and

�nds unreplicated update requests in its non�volatile memory� it starts by replicating

these and then proceeds to obtain a copy of the database�

The suggested mechanism is suitable to distributed real�time database systems� It

neither requires disks nor prevents nodes other than the recovery target from guaran�

teeing transaction timeliness� It is� however� necessary for the system to be designed

with the possible increased load from recovery in mind� Recovery both increases load

on the network and also the load on the recovery source�s processor� When a buddy

system is used� it is necessary to dedicate network resources to it so that it can be

made predictable�

Implementing the mechanism in a real system should be possible� The process of

copying a database from a recovery source to a recovery target is based on fuzzy

checkpointing� a well known and tested method which has been implemented in

main�memory database systems �GHD���� Using a non�volatile bu�er to guarantee

transaction durability is also a technique well known in the main�memory database

community� The buddy system approach is based on copying update information to

another node instead of to non�volatile memory� This should not be too di�cult to

implement� but it relies on the fact that network resources can be dedicated to the

buddy system�
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��� Contributions

This work has provided the real�time database community with a method for recovery

in distributed real�time database systems� We have created a high�level design of a

recovery mechanism� largely based on existing� tested methods�

The contributions of this work are�

	 We have discussed the need for a new recovery mechanism for distributed real�

time database systems� During this discussion we argued that existing database

recovery mechanisms are not suitable for distributed real�time systems� Earlier

recovery approaches have relied on disks� but in real�time systems it can be

bene�cial to avoid disks� for example due to environmental and �nancial reasons�

The need for new recovery mechanisms is the motivation for this work�

	 Issues in diskless distributed recovery have been identi�ed� The two major

problems are how a database can be rebuilt after a crash� and how durability

can be guaranteed for locally committed transactions� Identifying these issues

has made it possible to design a diskless distributed recovery mechanism�

	 Existing algorithms have been applied to a new problem� We have used bidding

and fuzzy checkpointing to construct a method of rebuilding a database copy at

a restarted node� In our approach� fuzzy checkpointing is a post�crash activity�

in contrast to previous work� Using bidding and fuzzy checkpointing has enabled

us to design a recovery mechanism which disturbs other database processing

minimally�

	 We have shown that using fuzzy checkpointing combined with physical logging

does guarantee that the recovery target receives a consistent database copy as
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long as the recovery source database is consistent� Considering log operations

and possible database� log� and database states it has been shown that after

the log has been applied to the received checkpoint the recovery source has a

consistent database�

	 We have suggested two methods of guaranteeing durability for locally committed

transactions in a diskless environment� Firstly� a buddy system in which more

than one node always knows about updates which are about to be committed

and� secondly� using a non�volatile memory bu�er to store committed updates�

The non�volatile bu�er approach is well known from main�memory databases�

Using one of these methods makes it possible to avoid both disks and distributed

commit in diskless distributed environments�

	 The suggested recovery mechanism has been evaluated with respect to timeli�

ness� resource requirements� and feasibility of implementation� All nodes other

than the recovery source can guarantee timeliness of critical transactions dur�

ing recovery� During recovery� the log can become as large as the database at

the beginning of checkpointing plus any pages that are added to the database

until the end of checkpointing� We have argued that an implementation of the

suggested mechanism is feasible�

��� Future Work

In this section� we identify three possible directions for future research in recovery for

distributed real�time database systems� Firstly� it may be interesting to investigate

the possibility of doing incremental recovery and� thus� allowing the recovery target

to start transaction processing before it has obtained the entire database� Secondly�
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relaxing the assumptions made in this work may be bene�cial when the mechanism

is to be implemented in a real system� Finally� formally investigating the require�

ments of the algorithms presented here is important before they are included in an

implementation�

In some cases� it may be desirable for a recovering node to start executing trans�

actions as soon as possible after restart� One way to do this is to allow the node

to start transaction processing before it has a complete copy of the database� this is

called incremental recovery� Incremental recovery for main�memory database systems

has been described by for example Levy and Silberschatz �LS����

Segmenting the database is one way to enable incremental recovery� The database

is divided into segments which can be recovered independently� When a database has

been segmented it is possible to take a fuzzy checkpoint of each segment indepen�

dently� Thus� it may be possible to recover the most critical parts of the database

�rst� start transaction processing� and then recover the rest of the database� This

will not reduce the overall time required for recovery �more time may actually be

required�� but the recovery source could start executing transactions on parts of the

database as each segment is recovered� Since the entire database and the log have

to be transmitted it is probably not possible to reduce the overall time needed for

recovery�

Another way to enable incremental recovery is to take a higher level view of

recovery� Instead of copying the database page�by�page� the database can be copied

database object�by�database object� This would allow transactions to be executed

on those objects which have been recovered even if the database is incomplete� The

problem with this approach is that the objects have to be locked when they are copied�

and thus data contention increases�
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Relaxing the assumptions made in this work can be an interesting task� In some

cases� e�g� systems with a large number of nodes� it may be desirable to relax the

single�node failure assumption� In a large system� with tens or hundreds of nodes�

the possibility of multiple node failures increases� As long as we assume that all the

nodes in a system do not crash at the same time� we should be able to deal with

the situation by making some fairly minor changes to our mechanism� In fact� it is

only necessary to add code to protect from the case where the recovery source or the

recovery target crash during recovery� The algorithms presented in chapter 	 work

for multiple failures as long as we assume that neither the recovery source nor the

recovery target crash during recovery�

However� in order to cope with the case when the entire system crashes� some type

of non�volatile storage must be used� A complete copy of the database must exists

on disk or some other type of non�volatile storage� This might be solved by adding

dedicated recovery nodes to the system� i�e� nodes whose sole purpose it is to keep a

stable copy of the database and help other nodes recover after a systemwide crash�

Two problems must however be solved before this can be implemented� First� the

dedicated recovery node�s� might crash some time before the rest of the system� all

changes made after the crash of the recovery node�s� will then be lost� Second� it must

be solved how durability can be guaranteed for locally committed transactions under

the assumption that a total system crash can occur� The recovery node�s� would have

to receive all update requests a transaction makes during the transaction�s commit

phase�

When the database becomes large� it may be desirable to make it virtually fully

replicated� instead of fully replicated �AHE���� That is� assume that each node holds

all parts of the database it will ever need� which may be less than the entire database�
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This is not supported by our recovery mechanism� but it would be interesting to

investigate how best to support virtually fully replicated databases�

We have assumed a distributed system of homogeneous nodes� It would be in�

teresting to try to relax this assumption� For example� is is possible to modify the

suggested mechanism to work in an environment were nodes are of di�erent architec�

tures with di�erent internal data representations�

In this work� we have assumed that durability should always be guaranteed for

all transactions� It may� however� be possible to relax this assumption in certain

types of systems or nodes� Consider� for example� a node which records atmosphere

temperature readings every �� minutes� If this node crashes and is unable to record

any readings for � hours� it is probably not essential that the last reading made

before the crash survives it� The only di�erence would be whether �� or �� readings

were missing� Also� a node like this could probably give estimates of the missing

values when asked by extrapolating from values around the gap� Of course� this

relaxed approach to durability cannot always be used� For example� if an operator

makes some adjustments to a system and gets noti�cation that the adjustments were

successful� they should not disappear in a crash�

Finally� it is necessary to investigate the hardware requirements of our algorithms

before they can be used in a real system� That is� how much processor load does

recovery incur on the recovery source and how heavily does recovery load the network�

Also� if the non�volatile bu�er approach is taken to guarantee durability� it must be

investigated whether the bu�er size is bounded for critical transactions�
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